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STEP 3
Now pin along the 2 sides you have just cut 
along. Leaving a gap in one corner larger 
enough to get your hand inside. Sew the 2 
sides remembering to leave a gap in one 
corner. Remove your pins and turn your 
cushion inner the right way round.

STEP 1
To make this amazing cushion, you’re 
gonna need: your print, an old pillow or 
cushion to cover, fabric large enough to 
back your cushion, scissors, a measuring 
tape or string, a ruler, pencil, pins, needle 
and thread or access to a sewing ma-
chine.

STEP 2
Making your inner cushion. I am using a old 
lumpy pillow. Cut along the width seam of 
your pillow and pull out all the stuffing. Turn 
the pillow case inside out. Place your print 
over the now empty pillow case, in the 
corner along 2 sewn edges. So you have 
less to sew up.  Cut around your print.

STEP 4
Time to put the stuffing back into the 
cushion.  Rip the stuffing into tiny pieces so 
it’s not lumpy.  Hand stitch the gap up so 
all of your stuffing is inside your cushion 
inner and can’t come out. 
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Step 8
You should have 2 pieces that look a little 
like this.  Have the wrong side of the fabric 
facing up.
Fold the fabric 1cm in, along all the edges  
and sew it down as neatly as you can.  If 
you turn your fabric right side up, you now 
have super neat edges.

Step 5
As your inner cushion is 3-dimensional you 
will need to measure it with a tape 
measure.  If you don’t have one, use some 
string to measure the curve, then place the 
string along the ruler to get the 
measurements. 
Measure the length and width across the 
deepest parts. 

Step 7
Then draw a 3cm border around both of 
your shapes, these are the final pieces that 
will make up the back panel of your    
cushion. It sounds confusing but check out 
the diagram. 
Cut along the final outline you have just 
drawn. 
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Step  6
Using your pencil or chalk and the       
measurements from Step 5, draw out the 
back panel on the wrong side of the 
fabric.  Still using your chalk or pencil draw 
out the back panel again only this time it 
needs to be half the size.
You should have two shapes, a big shape 
and a little shape.
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STEP 10
Your cushion is nearly complete. Turn it right 
side out and you’ll notice these flappy 
fringe type bits. This is to show off the 
fabulous fabric you’ve used on the back. 
Starting at one corner sew down your 
fringey bits so they lie nice and flat against 
your fabulous print. It’s a little tricky to get it 
into the sewing machine but perservre and 
make sure you only sew through the top 2 
layers.

THE END
Volia! your cushion is ready! Doesn’t it look 
cosy?
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Step 9
Now with the fabric right side up so you 
can’t see the messy edges, fold the fabric 
2cm back on itself towards you, so you can 
now see the messy edges.  Do this along 3 
sides of your large rectangle piece (the 2 
shorter sides and 1 longer side). Then place 
your print fabulous side down, on top of 
your fabric back piece and pin the 2 
pieces together. Sew along the three sides 
as close as you can to the edge, remove 
the pins. Then do the same with the smaller 
piece and sew. They should over lap.
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Please send us photos of your finished cushions

You can tweet us @AfroretroUK #IMadeThisAfroRetro 
 
We’re also on Facebook @AfroretroUK #IMadeThisAfroRetro
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